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Report on Global Rights
nite and widespread wars; of the power and concentrations of multinationals, particularly pharmaceuticals
and agro-food companies; of the geopolitical strategies
marked by neocolonialist policies; of land grabbing and
water grabbing.
the contents
the report on global rights is a publication on
processes related to globalization that has been
published annually since 2003.
the report is devised and elaborated by the association socitetà informazione onlus, which edits
the volume, published by ediesse.

it is a unique publication at international level,
which proposes an in-depth analysis of both economic and financial processes, as well as political, social and environmental processes developing in the world, with particular attention to their
interdependence and to the problems deriving
from them in relation to the labour world and the
governance, as well as to human, social and political rights, and the impact with the issues in the
world geopolitical framework and its conflicts, of
environmental issues on a national and international scale.
now in its 15th edition, the report has been confirmed as a fundamental tool for information and
training for those working in schools, in the media, in politics, in public administrations, in the labour world, in social professions, in associations
and in ngos.

the editorial board of the report on global rights in
2017 is composed of: José miguel arrugaeta, marco
calabria, gianluca carmosino, orsola casagrande, roberto ciccarelli, massimo franchi, susanna ronconi,
riccardo troisi alberto zoratti, sergio segio (coordinator). numerous italian and international interlocutors
contributed to the analysis elaborated in the 15th report : alfredo alietti, mark akkerman, nino baseotto,
emanuele bompan, federico brocchieri, carlo cacciamani, carlo cellamare, luigi ciotti, Vincenzo colla,
massimo de angelis, marco de ponte , fausto durante,
udo enwereuzor, cristina faciaben, demostenes floros, haluk gerger, Vladimiro giacché, marirosa iannelli, francesco martone, morena piccinini, fulvio Vassallo paleologo, Karlos zurutuza.
the approach
the original approach and structure of the contents of
the report on global rights are based on the consideration that in the age of globalization rights have become interdependent, depicted as a system of communicating vessels: if interrupted in one point, the
whole system is to be compromised .
Just think about a single - dramatic, present and visible - example: that of migration, which condenses in
itself and is an expression and result, among others,
of the problem of global warming and consequent desertification; economic and social inequalities; of infi-

the report is divided into thematic macro-chapters,
split into a general overview and an in-depth focus on
some of the most relevant and current issues of the
year. the analysis and the research are accompanied
by a chronology of events, statistical data, bibliographic
and web references.
the 15th volume, entitled humanitarian apocalypse,
sees an additional chapter dealing with good practices
and common goods, telling and analyzing some important and innovative experiences, implemented in different countries, as possible, constructive and positive
examples of a change in the individual territories of the
same issues dealt with in other chapters: economy, environment, social policies, reception, mutualism, lifestyles.
the topics discussed
the problems analyzed in the report, both in general
and with specific reference, over the years have been
numerous.
by way of example, we can mention: the global financial crisis and the risks of protectionism, the economy,
income and social policies, transformations in the labor market and widespread precariousness, safety and
risk in the workplace, welfare and the right to health,
minimum wage, pensions, access to health care and
inequalities, child exploitation, labor and trade unions
in the world, new and old poverty, the criminalization
of poverty and that of ngos, social cohesion and the
right to inclusion, prison, corruption and justice, infor-

this issue
the photos of this issue are part of a series
Kurdish film director and photographer, azad
evdike has realized in march 2018.
azad evdike, from serekaniye, rojava, was in
afrin when on 15 march the turkish army invaded the city, which lies on syrian soil.
over 150,000 people were forced to flee
while turkish army and its mercenary allies
destroyed the city and plundered houses.

report on global rights

report on global rights

it is promoted by the largest italian trade union,
the cgil (italian general confederation of labor)
with the support of major associations, italian
and not, engaged at various levels on the issues
discussed in the report.

the editorial staff

mation and culture, education and knowledge,
conflicts on the ground, legality and security,
authoritarian policies and criminal populism,
voluntary work, the third sector and the solidarity economy, the rights of consumers and users,
new mutualism and active citizenship, ethical
finance and new lifestyles, cites and responsible consumption, liberties and new rights,
migrations and refugees, multiculturalism and
culture of differences, racism, new movements
and globalization, armaments and the war industry, geopolitics and neo-colonialism, endless
wars, global terrorism, the processes of peace,
new human rights and violations, religious conflicts, gender discrimination, political and social
europe, the return of nationalisms, the state of
the planet, sustainable development, inequality, privatization and the protection of common
goods, environmental policies and the ecological reconversion of the economy.
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Getting rights back into labour
Only

together we can

susanna
camusso*
susanna
camusso*

have opened a new phase of instability in
the geopolitical landscape in which, after
the relaxing phase led by barack obama,
words like rearmament, nuclear conflicts,
wars are back in circulation.

in many countries the right, even the extreme right, is regaining space, while slogans and ideologies that we thought outdated have come back into reality, forcing
us to think with concern.

an election, that of the blatantly nationalist and liberal american tycoon, on which
few would have bet and that today is said
to have been heavily influenced by the unscrupulous use of social media and especially facebook.

the referendum on the autonomy of catalonia has opened, after the one on brexit, a
new phase of disorientation within the european union and, at the same time, has
boosted secessionist or autonomist pushes of regions or ethnic groups. the election
of donald trump in the united states and,
on the other side of the globe, the show
of muscle of the north Korean dictator,

scenarios, those linked to new means
of relation rather than communication,
where behind the shield of anonymity and
with the potential of big data, big games
are played, still not legible to most people,
anger and violence finds new free spaces,
careers and reputations are created and
destroyed. dynamics that force us to reflection and analysis. are the new media chang-

ing us? and how are they influencing our
society and the representation we have of
it? is the reliability and the seriousness of
the sources still a value?
depleted work
unregulated globalization is unevenly redistributing wealth and profits while it
is impoverishing labor. in the meantime
economic treaties such as ttip and ceta
are promoted to further liberalize the
circulation of goods and products with
dynamics penalising local production in
favor of large multinationals. at the same
time, walls are built, ports and frontiers
are closed to the circulation of people.
the migratory phenomenon towards europe shows no signs of diminishing while
the eu institutions are unable to find humanly acceptable solutions. they are elements that, on the one hand, foment

racism and, on the other hand, fuel resentment and anger in the young first or
second generation of immigrants who
struggle to integrate. problems that overlap and intertwine while in the waters of
the mediterranean people continue to die.
this is the climate of new challenges.
bringing rights back into labour, giving
voice and representation to those categories that today are struggling to recognize
themselves in the trade union, restore the
right recognition of times of life, hardships,
burdensome family conditions, those that
coexist with non self-sufficiency; make
sure that the school and the university return to being a social elevator and not insecure places.
* cgil general secretary

report on global rights
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the economic crisis, which data and statistics tell us has ended, at least in the
main european countries, has infected
companies and people leaving behind a
wave of inequality and disruption that has
turned into political and social crisis.
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History’s forgotten lessons
sergio segio*

the triumph of the inhuman

We are passively witnessing the triumph of
the inhuman, with growing hate speeches,
the criminalization of humanitarian workers, the construction of walls everywhere
to stop migratory flows, the transformation of the mediterranean into a marine
cemetery. We see populism dangerously
proliferate and establish itself, a childish
disease and, at the same time, a senile
one of democracy.

it is now a real social chasm, of proportions
most people don’t grasp, but that are certified even by the singers of this globalization, such as the mcKinsey global institute
in the report poorer than their parents?
(July 2016): in 25 of the advanced economies, 65-70% of citizens between 2005 and
2014 saw their income flatten or decrease:
this correspond to 540-580 million people.
in the previous decade, between 1993 and
2004 they were only 2%, 10 million people.

it is the revolt of those who find themselves, due to the economic crisis and a
globalization dominated by financial powers and corporations, on the slippery ridge
between falling out and staying inside.

a multitude of declassed and impoverished people that now constitute the global mass base of populism, where these
represent a state of mind, condemned to
rancor and channeled towards the differ-

ent forms of racism.
masses of angry people who see themselves as betrayed, as they are not represented by traditional political cultures,
incapable or disinterested in reflecting
on them, their condition and the causes
of this condition. they are easy prey for
extreme rights and xenophobia, as all the
recent elections are showing.
perhaps it is not as evident as it should be,
but inequality, racism, economic crisis,
environmental degradation constitute an
intertwined set of causal links and all are
part of the same system: the liberalist system in the time of globalization and neocolonialism, based on the freedom of the
market, on the supremacy of profit, on the
financialization of the economy, on the
hoarding of common goods, on land grabbing and water grabbing.

the foreigner induces fear. here is the
word and sentiment that well describes
the climate of this time and that raises the
roots of creeping racism and, more generally, of the war against the poor (migrants
are rejected not only as “different”, but
also and doubly as poor), the excluded, the
weaker social subjects.
fear. fear and legality have become the
italian declination of the us law & order.
but also, as a consequence and at the
same time, the matrix of hatred. a new
type of hatred that gave birth to a neologism: aporophobia, namely fear and hatred of the poor.
ecological and war catastrophes
some scholars assume there is also climate change at the base of the increase of
conflicts in the middle east in recent years.
in any case, the ongoing wars involve 67

report on global rights

report on global rights

Without the constant help of memory, the
worst past is destined to return. and it is
actually returning. nationalism, racism,
fascism, war, and even atomic threat.

those who blame this precariousness to
the “caste”, but eventually clash and unleash their anger on who is a step below
them, the last in line.
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states, almost half of them (27) african
states and, together with global warming,
are the basis of most of the more than 65
million refugees forced to flee their country.

the shattering of the former yugoslavia,
with the war from 1991 to 2001, had a preparatory role in the destabilization of the
equilibrium in the world, the effects of
which are still ongoing.

Wars that start so easily but that hardly
end. the war in afghanistan is 16 years old
(without going back to the previous one,
which lasted a decade since 1989). the
one in iraq began in 2003, the one in syria
in 2011, the one in yemen in 2015. the civil
war in somalia dates back to 1991.

two minutes to the apocalypse

five years old also the ongoing conflict in
the central african republic, while that
of the democratic republic of the congo,
which was the bloodiest of all, with over
five million deaths between 1998 and
2003, is burning under ashes. not to mention the israeli-palestinian conflict, which
has been going on for at least half a century.

to the many wars in progress are added
those in itinere and the possible ones,
pursued by the ravings of dr. strangelove
and the geopolitical risiko organized by
sorcerer’s apprentices. at the base of all
there are the insatiable appetites of oil
and arms merchants.
the muscular competition between donald trump and Kim Jong-un, in recent
months, has let transpire the risk of a
nuclear conflict. and again the memory
of the most tragic past, that of hiroshima
and nagasaki, seems unable to transmit
the adequate warning.

the fact is that in 2017 there were 4,150
nuclear weapons located in nine countries (united states, russia, united Kingdom, france, china, india, pakistan, israel
and north Korea).
if we count also the other nuclear heads,
the nuclear weapons available to those
countries are about 14,935.
the “bulletin of the atomic scientist”
in January 2015, had already moved its
“doomsday clock” to three minutes before

midnight, a level of alert never reached in
the last forty years, argued with two looming threats : nuclear weapons and “uncontrolled climate change”.
today the clock hands have been moved
even further: we are two minutes from the
disaster.
* coordinator of the report on global
rights

report on global rights
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Chapter One
Economy and work
excerpts from chapter 1 of the report on global rights 2017
the conteXt
elusiVe economic growth
the causes of the multiform uncertainties that maKe current groWth
elusiVe deriVe from seVeral factors: from the social crisis that has

potential growth is slowing especially in
the eurozone because financial and banking crises tend to have a long-lasting impact on the economy. its prospects are further slowed by demographic stagnation.

report on global rights

With populist, soVereign and neo-fascist instances; from the credit

on the other hand, nominal wages grew
very slowly: + 0.6% in spain and + 2.7% in
germany. low inflation allowed real income

france and italy are in an intermediate
zone with inflation that tends to 1.5%.
this growth must be considered in rela-

crisis. these factors Were structured and intertWined during the economic, financial and institutional crisis that began in 2008.

report on global rights

on the one hand, growth was driven by a
recovery in domestic consumption and a
small increase in investments. consumers
benefited from the recovery in (precarious) employment.

add to this the traditional division between
the german and the mediterranean zones
of europe. Within this geo-economic division, where southern europe is subject
to the rules of german europe, individual
countries register a differentiation. While
in germany the minimum wage has been
introduced and there is a tendency towards
full employment through the multiplication of the precariousness of “mini jobs”,
in spain unemployment is higher than 16%
and inflation will remain below 1% even in
2018.

total factor productivity grows less than in
the past, and less than in the united states.
this could be due to a variety of reasons,
but it is likely to be one of the manifestations of the secular stagnation produced
by the economy of the crisis.

increased inequalities and strengthened mass precariousness; from
the political crisis that has contaminated the dominant neoliberalism

growth to a level close to that of 2006. low
employment, the precarious nature of jobs
and modest wages have a decisive influence on this situation.
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the poorest 50% of the world population
actually owns less than 1% of global net
wealth

tion to the “reforms” of the labor market
imposed on countries hit by the public
debt crisis (france, italy, spain, portugal,
greece and ireland).

a process that has continued at least since
2009 also in ireland, greece, spain and
portugal.
great poverties and inequalities grow

the model remains that of the agenda 2010
approved by the german social-democratic government led by gerhard schröder in
the early 2000s. the Jobs act in italy, which
abolished article 18, and the poletti reform
of fixed-term contracts have emptied the
indefinite contract. these measures, converging with the french “loi travail” (which
will be implemented by the new presidency of emmanuel macron from 2017
onwards), together with bonuses and tax
exemptions for companies, are aimed at
lowering the cost of labor and “relaunching competitiveness”.

in 2014 it turned out that 85 individuals
possessed the same wealth as the poorest
half of humanity, that is, over three and a
half billion people (oxfam, 2015).
in 2016, the wealth of the poorest 50% of
the world population was lower than previous estimates: only eight people are sufficient to equal the value of its total assets. the cumulative share of wealth of the
poorest 50% is 0.2% (credit suisse, 2016).
the total amount of global wealth has
reached the figure of 255 thousand billion
dollars.
since 2015 more than half of this value is
in the hands of the richest 1% of humanity.
this year’s data reveal that, at the top of
the pyramid, the eight wealthiest individuals have a net worth of $ 426 billion, corresponding to what is owned by the poorest
half of humanity. in the last three decades
the returns of the owners of capital have

been clearly superior to the economic
growth.
the poorest 50% of humanity owns
a total of less than a quarter of 1% of
global net wealth. 9% of the members
of this group have a negative wealth
and live mainly in the wealthiest countries, where loans for students and
other credit formulas are available;
but also ignoring the debts of people
living in europe and north america,
the total wealth of the poorest 50% is
still less than 1%.
in the united states, according to new
research conducted by french economist thomas piketty, in the last 30
years the income of the poorer 50%

has grown by 0%, while that of the
richer 1% have increased by 300%. in
the rest of the world, people living in
poverty suffer an erosion of their main
sources of income (land, natural resources and housing) due to precarious land rights, land grabbing, fragmentation and erosion of the land,
climate change, evictions and forced
displacement (oxfam, 2016).

report on global rights

report on global rights

these reforms were aimed at precarising
and reorganizing the labor market, canceling the protection of labor contracts
and strengthening the corporate decentralization of national bargaining. in practice, they have put the costs and burdens
on the workers, forcing them to accept a
wage restriction, as well as guarantees in
the event of redundancy, insecurity or unemployment.
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capital and work at the time of the
algoritmites
Between monopolies, oligopolies and
“unicorns”
the “unicorns” are the digital multinationals with a value of over one billion dollars,
improperly defined start up: airbnb was
valued 25, 5 billion dollars in 2016, uber
62.5 billion.
these giants “disarticulate”, “destroy” (disrupt) the way we work, the way work is
distributed and organized, the traditional

raising of capital. in this framework there
is a priority: the capital raised on the financial markets - sometimes beyond the
listing of the company on the stock exchange - is the condition for producing
the services and proceeding with colossal acquisitions.
the counter-proof is the disproportionate
relationship between the capitalization
and the turnover of these companies.

platforms: + 25% from 2008 to 2014 with
a subtraction of 7.6 trillion dollars. in their
case, tax evasion is particularly simple
since they do not transfer entire factories, but intellectual property, abroad.

markets for goods, services, media, distribution, logistics, urban private transport
and that tourism. the aspiration to oligopoly tends to become a monopoly.

uber - which is not listed on the stock exchange - has a capitalization of nearly
70 billion dollars and a turnover of more
than 400 million dollars. airbnb raised $
3.1 billion in venture capital against a $
30 billion listing, 20 times more than its
revenue.

microsoft has 102 billion dollars in reserves and holds 93%, 96 billion; google
58% (42 out of 73 billion) amazon 36% (18
out of 49) and facebook (1.8 out of 15,
11%) (srnicek, 2016).

risk capital and adventure finance

digital capitalism and tax havens

the engine of digital capitalism is financial and is fueled by venture capital. digital
platforms are not just technology companies, but financial funds.

the financial model of digital capitalism
contemplates tax evasion. in the years of
crisis there has been an increase in this
phenomenon accompanied by the proliferation of tax havens.

from the financial power they draw the
necessary resources for the acquisitions
on the market, the technological and productive innovation.
setting up oligopolies and monopolies
serves to guarantee the stability of the

in January 2016, a sum of $ 1.9 trillion
was calculated in cash and investments
only from the united states. the companies of digital capitalism are part of this
global migration of capital to offshore

the reserves held offshore by “unicorns”
are huge. it has been calculated that only
apple owns $ 215.7 billion in reserves,
92% or over € 200 billion are held abroad.

report on global rights
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focus

the engine of digital capitalism is
financial and is fueled by venture
capital. digital platforms are not just
technology companies, but financial
funds
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Chapter Two
Social Policies
excerpts from chapter 2 of the report on global rights 2017
the conteXt

We are quicKly approaching at the deadline for the europe
2020 program and already We are thinKing about the obJectiVes of the 2030 program, With annexed declarations,
statements and conferences.

for community statistics, being poor
means falling into one or more of
these typologies: being at risk of
poverty (an income threshold below
60% of the national average), suffering severe material deprivation
(with 9 relative indicators) or having

a low work intensity (work less than
20% of one’s potential).
Well, in the eu28 there are
118.700.000 poor people, 23.7%
(2015 figures), 24.4% in 2014, so the
fight against poverty has produced a
minimum improvement, which concerns 0.7% of the europeans.
but above all, the geography of these
poverty varies greatly within the
union: some countries account for
over a third of poor residents, bulgaria (41.3%), romania (37.3%) and
greece (35 , 7%); on the other side,
finland (16.8%), the netherlands
(16.4%), sweden (16.0%), the czech
republic (14.0%). if there was a slight
decrease on average, in some coun-

report on global rights

report on global rights

poVerties and inequalities. the many speed of europa

but in the meantime, the europe
2020 objectives in the social sector have not given a good image of
themselves: one of these envisaged
to improve the conditions of 21 million europeans, bringing them out
of poverty, but the positive downturns that are also found in the most
recent statistics are minimal and
above all they are not distributed homogeneously in the union.
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the map of social spending varies a lot among
the european union countries which means that
european citizens are not equals

tries between 2015 and 2014, poverty has increased, as in lithuania (+ 2%) and cyprus (+
1.5%).

embourg , sweden and the netherlands.
social expenditure in the union. a map of
lights and shadows

the poverty among minors persists, the figures on poverty and social exclusion show a
more serious condition: they are poorer than
the rest of the population (26.9%), particularly in romania, hungary, the united Kingdom
and slovakia; the percentage of them living
in poor households ranges from 14% in sweden and finland to 40% in romania and bulgaria.
the reasons for this poverty of the family
are above all to be found in the position of
parents in the labor market, in the number
of family members and in local welfare policies, i.e. in transfers and services offered.
and also material deprivation, which measures the quality of life with indicators concerning food, the quality of living, access to
culture and other economic indicators, such
as being indebted or unable to cope with sudden expenses.

faced with this difficult scenario for europe,
the community response in terms of welfare
and social protection does not seem to have
recorded the urgent need for effective counter-moves. it is true that on average more
has been invested in social spending, but not
so decisively: it reaches 28.7% of gdp (2014
data), it was 28.3% in 2011, therefore one
+0.4 increase.

8% of the population of the union is severely deprived, with peaks of 22.2% in greece,
22.7% in romania and 34.2% in bulgaria,
and smaller situations in the netherlands (2,
6%) and finland (2.2%). on average, deprivation drops by 0.8% but in some countries it
is growing. an indicator such as not being
able to cope with unexpected expenditure
(calculated at one twelfth of the poverty
line) reaches as much as 37.3% of the eu28
population, and is also high in the less poor
countries, such as denmark, belgium, lux-

one of the problems related to the fight
against old and new poverty is not only the
extent of expenditure, but also its composition: the eu28 average sees 49.5% of pensions, 36.5% for health, while voices such
as unemployment, family and housing, they
collect one-figure percentages, respectively
5.1% of total spending, 8.5% and 4% (eurostat, 2016).
another critical element is the very differentiated map of social spending among the
countries of the union, which means that
european citizens are not at all equal: from
34.3% of gdp invested in social spending
in france, 33 , 5% in denmark, 30.9% in the
netherlands and 30% in italy, up, by contrast,
14.5% in latvia, 14.7% in lithuania, 15.1% in
estonia and 18.5% of bulgaria and slovakia.
this varies the per capita (weighted) expenditure: 100 of the eu28 average, ranging from
€ 32 in bulgaria to 188 in luxembourg.

*****

focus
social hate in the society of eXclusion
securitarism and cultural catastrophe
When the model of post-war Western democracies, based on the conflictual and negotiating pact between capital and labor and on
the Welfare state as its expression of government of society, is said to have come under
the blows of globalized capitalism, we think
firstly to the affirmation of those “society
of exclusion” that gradually expel more and
more numerous social groups from a concept full of citizenship.
a process that - we have treated it over the
years in this report - brings with it not only
the growth of old and new poverty, and
therefore, exclusions, but also and above all

the shift from the welfare state to the “penal
state”, with an increasing emphasis on repressive and disciplinary tools (legal or administrative) to support the government of a
fragmented and ever less cohesive society.
the cultural shift from social security to security law & order has immediately had to
build a solid alliance with the media: when it
is governed, however, consensus is needed,
and the “penal state” needs it as more than
the social one; media devices have worked
on the social construction of that perception
of insecurity that, in public discourse, has
quickly taken the place of any measurable
evidence of hardship or social risk.
the trigger of this virtual insecurity with
increasing conditions of real hardship for
many social groups has started then a process that appears today dramatically unstoppable.
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the process that sees the construction of
a link between the growing social unease
of many and some specific social groups,
to be charged partly or fully responsible,
in support of policies of exclusion and
discrimination, has been expanding and
changing; in a certain sense, in the last
few years it has acquired the pervasive
functionality of a “regime device” of public discourse.
the chronicles of 2017 are a continuous,
daily evidence of how this device - think of

the refugees figure - is effectively at work
and has passed the threshold of a media
communication definable as functional,
subject to dominant interests or without
deontology.
We are beyond: hate speech, as production, circulation and amplification of stigma, social blame, discrimination or criminalization of social groups is today the
frontier of this public discourse.
the “foreigner” is the first perfect enemy
of globalized Western societies. the field
in which there has been an attempt to act
at an early level, both against hate speech

and against hate crimes, is that relating
to racism and xenophobia; only later will
other fields be tackled, as the hate speech
spreads like wildfire and involves different
subjects, from the lgbti to the disability,
up to touch groups that minority can not
be defined, like women.
the roma, the usual ”perfect enemy”
prejudice, discrimination and hatred have
always afflicted the roma communities in
europe converting them in a privileged target. according to the data reported by the
no hate speech movement, a percentage
that varies between 16% and 31% of roma

people have suffered not only harassment
and threats but also physical violence, a
figure that is definitely underestimated,
considering the low inclination to report
or report the episodes suffered.
report on global rights
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hate speech. the construction of a new
“public discourse”

Prejudice, discrimination and hatred have always
afflicted the roma communities in europe
converting them in a privileged target
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Chapter Three
International
excerpts from chapter 2 of the report on global rights 2017

the conteXt
trump, a president amid controVersy

the election of donald trump as president of the united states Was

ginning it Was for the personal features of the character himself - a
multimillionaire With little experience in politics, aggressiVe and not

in the first months of his mandate it was in
the international field that trump stood out
for some political “clarifications”. the president has occupied the media that seem
destined to be a must in all its public “declarations”.
even if, chronologically speaking, europe
was not the first stop of trump’s foreign
tour, this seems to be the journey of greater
content. europe is still the main us “ally” in
all senses. the message of the north american mandatary to the old continent has
been articulated and rich in nuances.

profound and traditionalist one pro-trump and a urban and cosmopolitan,

another harsh controversy, was the one
which followed the accusations of interference by the moscow government, to the
detriment of the defeated democratic candidate. a serious accusation, which still rages and which could lead to legal and institutional action against trump.

fearing the “threat” he represent, rather than be in faVor of hillary clinton.

us foreign policy: europe and nato

first, trump has ratified that the us is a
great world power but also a “big brother”;
secondly, he reminded everyone that “security” and the maintenance of world hegemony is an expensive and complex affair,
for which everyone must pay the share that
corresponds to it; third, he reiterated that
nato is essentially an instrument serving
the us, which are those who created it during the cold War, in their image and likeness.

more than on the domestic front, however,

a look at old europe in terms of identity

Very toned. then for his messages and promises directed to specific
sectors and not to the Whole of american society and finally for the
Very results of the elections reVealing tWo different united states: a

report on global rights
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preceded, and continues to be accompanied, by controVersy. at the be-

a division that has been further explained
with the different and participated social
mobilizations that took place in the great
north american cities, once the results
were confirmed.
in parallel, the fact that the official winner actually got a million and a half votes
less than the defeated candidate, has once
again highlighted the imperfections and
problems of a democracy that presents itself as a global model but which continues
to be founded on the concepts of lobby and
local and regional elites more typical of
the nineteenth century than of the value of
equality (one head, one vote).
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in the last twenty years the population force to
moved, fleeing wars, violence, abuses, poverty
reached a total of 65,6 million

unstoppable exodus

afghanistan war.

it is an exodus apparently unstoppable the
one we are witnessing for years now. the images of the refugees columns on foot through
the balkans or locked up in crowded refugee
camps hunt us on television and internet but
they are not the headlines. the exodus, the
migration, seem to increase as much as respect for human rights decreases. rights in
general, human, global rights.

to better visualise the entity of this exodus,
is perhaps sufficient to think that if ten years
ago one person out of 160 was forced to leave
his house every day, today that proportion is
1 out of 113.

millions of people looking for their place in
the world

the early elections, convened by the conservative british prime minister, theresa may,
on 8 June 2017, have weakened may’s position, both inside and in the negotiations with
the eu.
on the contrary, the excellent result obtained by the labor party led by the veteran
Jeremy corbyn has shown that his speech
(a sharp turn left compared to the blair era)
has breached the traditional base of the party but also in new sectors of young voters .
as already in 2015, in 2016 the middle east
and north africa were the least peaceful re-

gions in the world. but north america was
the region where the indexes that “measure”
levels of peace have deteriorated the most.
a deterioration mainly due to the intensification of internal conflict and the level of
perception of crime in society.
measuring the level of peace or calculating
the costs of wars and violence is not an easy
task. the global cost of war is estimated at
1.04 trillion dollars in 2016.
the region that recorded the greatest improvement in terms of peace was south
america, which ranked fourth ahead of central america and the caribbean.
in terms of countries, iceland is confirmed
as the most peaceful country in the world
of 163 analyzed. followed by new zealand,
portugal, austria, denmark, czech republic,
slovenia, canada, switzerland.
ireland is in tenth place. to find italy we must
go down to the thirty-eighth place.

in the last twenty years the population forced
to move, fleeing wars, violence, abuses, poverty passed from 33,9 millions in 1997 to 65,6
millions in 2016. a sad record affecting both
people internally displaced and people trying
to rebuild their life in another country.
the internally displaced people at the end of
2016 were 40.3 millions (of these, 6.9 millions
were new refugees, i.e. those who moved
in 2016). the refugees who fled from their
countries of origin and registered by the unhcr were 22.5 millions (3.4 millions new refugees). the asylum seekers in 2016 were 2.8
millions.
this forced migration increased especially
between 2002 and 2015, mainly because of
the war in syria. at the end of 2016 more than
half the syrian population was idp or refugee. responsible of this exodus are also the
wars in iraq and yemen as well as the wars
in africa (burundi, central africa republic,
democratic republic of congo, sudan and
south sudan). and of course the never ending

the developing regions, say the unhcr, receive 84% of the world refugees (14.5 millions). the so called underdeveloped countries, receive 28% of the refugees, i.e. 4.9
millions. one country alone, germany, belonging to the developed region is among the
first 10 countries receiving the highest number of refugees.
for the third consecutive year, turkey has
been the country that received the highest
number of refugees, 2.9 millions people. followed by pakistan with 1.4 million, lebanon
with 1 million.
lebanon is the country hosting the highest
number of refugees with respect to the local
population: one person out of 6 is a refugee.
in Jordan one person out of 11 is a refugee,
while in turkey one person out of 28.
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beyond the harshness with the powerful ally
oversea, the european union has been facing for years a phase of redefining its internal relations.
the negotiations on brexit and the exit of
britain from the eu will follow their own
roadmap, but neither the tone nor the actual content of this “divorce” of mutual agreement is still entirely clear.

furthermore, 20 people have been forced to
flee every minute of every day in 2016. 51%
of the refugee population is represented by
under 18 (it is estimated that children represent 31% of the world population).
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the situation of arrivals by sea, through the
central mediterranean route, remains extremely dramatic, with 85,183 people disembarked in italy since the beginning of 2017 (30
June figures). over two thousand people died
in the same period. this is why on 4 July 2017
the european commission proposed a new
action plan to support italy.
it is a series of measures that should serve,
according to the president of the commission, Jean-claude Junker “to accelerate collective work and to not leave italy alone. our
efforts - he added - must favour solidarity with
those fleeing war and with the most affected
member states. at the same time, however,
we must act to support libya in fighting traffickers and increasing border control “.

in concrete terms, this support to libya has
translated into 46 million euros for a project
prepared by italy to strengthen the capacity
of the libyan authorities and the creation of
a marine coordination and rescue center in
the same african country.
according to data in the hands of the eu, libya is the country of departure of 95% of arrival in italy. as to the situation in turkey, the
number of crossings from this country to the
greek islands remains about 50 people per
day. the agreement between the eu and ankara meant a 97% decrease in arrivals, even
if the fatal accidents in the aegean sea did
not stop.
the european support for the refugee fund
in turkey for 2016-2017 is 3 billion euro (2.9
billion have already been allocated and contracts for another one and a half billion have
already been signed).

despite the militarization of the borders and
the agreement with turkey, thousands of
people continue to flee across the mediterranean, trying to reaching europe.

frontex insinuates that “clear instructions
would be given before departure on the direction to be followed to reach ngo boats”
and “contacts with smugglers” are assumed.

the alternative route, as seen, is that of the
central mediterranean.the mare nostrum
has become a huge cemetery, as confirmed
by the data of the missing migrant project of
the international organization for migration.
in 2016, at least 363.348 people crossed the
sea (mainly in greece and italy) in the central
mediterranean route 4,581 people died (with
peaks in may, 1,130 and november, 703), while
in the Western mediterranean route 128 people died and in that of the eastern mediterranean 434.

data on the presence of humanitarian ships,
even in the winter months, are clear: to
them, in 2016 alone, more than 70,000 migrants were helped, more than a third of the
approximately 180,000 arrived throughout
the year. a year, 2016, with a negative record
as we have seen: that of the dead because of
shipwrecks, almost five thousand.

in total (but the numbers are surely higher)
there were 5,143 dead along this crossing.
the geopolitical interests of the eu: the
new witch hunt
it had been announcing itself for some time.
that an offensive was being prepared against
those who disturbed the plans of european
“policemen” (frontex and eunavfor med) was
clear.
the “legal” alarm bell so to speak (because
on the field, the attitude was very clear for
months now) started to ring on february
15th 2017, when frontex presented its risk
analysis for 2017, a report which states that
ngos’ humanitarian ships would frequently
enter the territorial waters and far below the
libyan shores, lending themselves to collect
migrants.

progressively abandoned the search and rescue policy, the european agencies have concentrated on the militarization of borders,
which continues with over 1,600 officers sent
to support the greek, italian, bulgarian and
spanish forces.
according to the european commission, today the european external borders are more
protected than ever. the number of migrants
repatriated from January to June 2017 was
6,799, 15% more than in the same period of
2016. the even more militarized frontiers
correspond to the desperate search for migrants fleeing increasingly dangerous routes.
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the sea routes

despite the crminalization attempts against
them, the Ngos have saved over 70 thousand
migrants, more than a third of the total of
those who reached europe
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Chapter Four

Environment
ceta: the twin brother of the ttip

excerpts from chapter 4 of the report on global rights 2017
the conteXt
the planet painful oBsolescence
in may 2017 the european court of Justice ruled on a Joint agreement

tween canada and the european union concluded in septemBer 2014),
the european union-singapore treaty, and specifically on the nature
of the chapter on inVestments, concluded in octoBer 2014. the Verdict was clear, denying Both the Juncker commission and its law firms
and the italian minister carlo calenda: the agreement with singapore
is miXed, and cannot Be ratified By the european parliament alone.

the first substantial obstacles to its approval emerged in october 2016, on the
occasion of the ratification by the european council, the community body that
brings together the heads of state of the
28 member countries (which will become
27 with the implementation of brexit). to
be able to hold a clear and unambiguous position on some issues (the international treaties are one of those), the
belgian government needs the two subnational parliaments (the Walloon and
the flemish parliaments) to give their
consent. but it was precisely the Walloon,
through the mouth of its president paul
magnette, that decided to interpret the
concerns of civil society by engaging in a
contend with the european commission

the Walloon opposition imposed on the
european council to find a compromise
through an official document that should
have clarified the most controversial
points of the agreement, an unsuccessful attempt in substance, although much
propagandised in form, as denounced by
various civil society organisations such
as the european public service union
(epsu), after analysing the “leaked” text,
a few weeks before it was formally made
public.
but beyond the “interpretative statement”, paul magnette and the Walloon
regional parliament obtained other formal assurances, including the official
request to the european court of Justice
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Between ceta (the trade liBeralisation and inVestment agreement Be-

the sentence of the court of Justice
comes at the height of the ceta ratification process.

on the sustainability of the agreement.
Weeks of controversy, resulting in more
or less legitimate pressures on the Walloon regional parliament and its president, to advance the path of ceta without
hindrance.
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the empasse was overcome and the text of
the agreement arrived in strasbourg on 15
february 2017: thousands of people took to
the streets in front of the european parliament, while many emails, tweets and local
actions to avert the approval were organised.
With 408 votes in favour and 254 against,
and a split within the group of european
social democrats, ceta will be ratified by
the european parliament: “an important
milestone in the democratic process of
ratification of the agreement reached with
canada, which allows its application provisional “, will underline president Jeanclaude Juncker on the day of the vote.

“today a dark page was written for democracy in europe, but not everything is compromised”, replied monica di sisto, spokesperson for the stop ttip italy campaign, in
a press release issued immediately after
the vote.
“the battle of civil society now moves to the
national level. We will monitor the impact of
the agreement, showing that we were right
to criticise it, and we will push the italian
parliament to block this treaty harmful to
our citizens and workers. european parliamentarians, particularly social-democratic
and popular, have abdicated their role as
guarantors of rights and the environment.
but in italy - concluded di sisto - such an
attitude will not be tolerated. the polls are
close, and the voters will make this reckless choice weigh on the parties that have
disappointed them in europe”.

on 15 february 2017 the ratification process
was officially launched at member state
level, and on 1 June denmark will be the second country to approve the treaty after latvia. in italy, the foreign affairs committee
of the senate, on 27 June, will give the green
light to the ratification process that will be
scheduled in the senate for the month of
July.
and in the meantime, the ttip crumbles ...
in the race among treaties, ceta, which
seemed to have slowed its approval process after the signing of canada and the european union in september 2014, precisely
following the freezing of the ttip on the
choice of the new us administration, becomes the privileged objective of international networks on trade Justice. faced with
a strong acceleration in ratification proce-

dures, european and canadian civil society
has redirected its mobilisation to block the
approval process.
but what happened during the last year to
make the european union think about its
priorities of foreign trade policy? the american elections, which in november 2016 created a real revolution. and not just in Washington.
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by the belgian government on the compatibility of the ics system with the european
treaties.

european deputies, especially the
socialdemocrats and popular, have
abdicated to their role of guarantors of
the rights and the environment
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focus
gloBal warming at the time of donald trump

confronting the figures of the summer
temperatures of the ‘boreal hemisphere
in the decade 2005-2015 with an average
temperature base recorded in the thirty
years 1951-1980 a decisive shift of the
median has been noticed: if in the first
decades the distribution of the temperatures showed a third of the recordings
considered “medium”, another third
“cold” and the remaining “hot”, over the
years has had to create a new category
(extremely hot) within which fall 15% of
the data.
the climate change, the lands and the

oceans
in march 2017, the intergovernmental
panel of almost 2,500 climate change
scientists (ipcc) met in mexico, in guadalajara, to approve three new reports
to be annexed to the sixth assessment
report (ar6) which represents the sum
of knowledge on the phenomenon and is
expected for 2020-2022.
the first, strongly requested at the paris
conference, concerns the 1.5 ° c limit for
increasing the average global temperature, inserted as a wish (and possible
target to be respected) right within the
premises of the 2015 agreement. substantial and particularly awaited by governments, to be able to make the tare on
the progress (or inefficiencies) of their
environmental policies.
the remaining two reports were not
designed during paris 2015, but were
flanked by the more specific work on the

temperature in progress.
the content of the second is still indicative (ipcc, 2017 a), but will cover issues
related to desertification, the change of
nature of the land and the impact on food
security, their vulnerability with changing
environmental conditions, while the third
will touch themes related to glaciers and
melting waters, the polar ice in the polar
regions and their impact on the seas and
oceans (ipcc, 2017 b).
arguments concerning all member countries, but in particular the island states
(and the atolls of the pacific ocean in particular), which risk being the first victims
of the effects of climate change.
on the other hand, the risk to the oceans
is becoming relevant, and not only for
the rise of the seas (due to the combined
disposition of the melting of the ground
glaciers and the physical expansion of
the water due to the temperature): the

oceans are in fact a huge buffer that allows to mitigate the effect of co2 on the
atmosphere.
the carbon dioxide, in fact, dissolves in
water, proportionally to the temperature,
coming out of atmospheric equilibrium
but impacting on the sea: the consequence is a progressive acidification that
is beginning to put at risk animal and algal species, with the risk of extinction for
some varieties as early as 2050.
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there is nothing more clear and obvious
than a chart to understand the trend of
the climate in the new millennium.
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Chapter Five
In common
excerpts from chapter 5 of the report on global rights 2017
the conteXt

thinKing neW Worlds is the first step to create them. experiencing different lifestyles and social relationships maKes

habitation and the rights of the new generations.

thinking new worlds is the first step to
create them. experiencing different lifestyles and social relationships makes
that thought a concrete step, capable of
reproducing itself and convince others.
to be an example following horizontal
logic and virtuous contagion that moves
from below, from single territories, from
the ability to exit from the consolidated,
especially when this has become manifestly destructive.

it is therefore necessary to change the
world. in this new chapter of the report
on global rights we present and tell ten
cases, experiences - ranging from italy,
to europe, to the world - or even concrete
suggestions that show us how it could actually be possible.

and conVince others. to be an example folloWing horizontal
logic and Virtuous contagion that moVes from beloW, from
single territories, from the ability to exit from the consolidated, especially When this has become openly destructiVe.

the structural nature and the depth of
the current crisis show how much, in the
past decades and still now, the globalised
and financialised economy, the deregulation and supremacy of the market, the
uncontrolled power of big corporations, a
global order based on the geopolitics of
war and neocolonialism, have produced
increasing and intolerable inequalities,
environmental devastation, emptying of
democratic systems, putting at risk the
very foundations of human and civil co-

the common thread is that of a research
that starts from one own territory and
one own relationships. together, it is
the awareness that the threads that recognise themselves and intertwine give
shape and strength to the network.
a form that is a link and at the same time
support, reciprocity.
We could also say hope.
certainly, everywhere in different ways,
groups of people, almost always far from
the attention of the big media, have
stopped delegating change or seeking
leaders and, despite inevitable limitations and contradictions, show that it is
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that thought a concrete step, capable of reproducing itself

changing is possible. networks and
practices from below
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every day the 800 workers-affiliated
of the cooperative manchester home
care try to give meaning to the word
self-government

the community welfare of manchester home

ernments like tony blair’s) but also because of the latest austerity measures.
at the beginning of 2017 at least twenty
hospitals in england declared the black
alert.

people before profit

the industrialization of health

at the entrance to the manchester home
care office, a large coloured sign warns:
putting people before profit. for this social cooperative specialized in social assistance and in local welfare services of
Wythenshawe (the largest neighborhood
in manchester, known to be separated
from the city by a band of countryside),
this is much more than a slogan with
which to decolonize imagination.

the destruction of welfare is actually
only part of a huge and complex problem:
the growing role of multinationals in this
sector, the total dependence of patients
from medical institutions in the treatment processes, the idea that the body is
an assemblage of organs to repair-eliminate-replace like the spare parts of a motor vehicle (calabria, 2014), the elimination of fragility, the separation of health
from the environmental and social context in which individuals live, the idea
that health is something that is bought
and not done together, the super-specialization of medicine and its marriage with
the god profit (cacciari, 2013) have in fact
transformed the meaning of concepts
such as medicine, health and care.

every day the 800 worker-members of
the cooperative try to give meaning to
the word self-management, every day
they carry out a service unthinkable
just a while back as that of “community
nurses”, every day they reject the logic of
profit even challenging the multinational
health.
to understand the importance of the
work of this cooperative, it is necessary
to look at the territorial, national and
international context in which it moves
and peek into its daily life, an important
training ground for democracy and social
change.
in europe, a massive privatization and
shift of public services to the private sector has developed since the thatcher era
(an action supported by progressive gov-

What to do? difficult to find immediate solutions, it is certainly necessary to break
with the dictatorship of the industrialization of health and to experiment many
different ways. claiming welfare services
is not necessary, certainly not enough.
it happens in manchester
in england, for example, while all this has
caused widespread discontent in broad
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possible to “open breaches in the walls”,
here and now.
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Nobody would have imagined that in rome a
group of citizens could house forty thousand
‘transit migrants’ in a year two steps away
from tiburtina train station

at the beginning there was an eviction
the story of baobab experience was born
after the eviction in may 2015 of the settlement of migrants, mostly coming from the
horn of africa, but also roma, between the
districts of pietralata and ponte mammolo;
settlement known because of the sudden
visit of pope bergoglio in february 2015.

While dealing with budget cuts and privatizations, many local authorities and public
institutions took the decision to entrust
tasks within their remit to cooperatives
and external mutue societies as long as
they had a people-centered and democratic approach. throughout the country,
different experiences of local welfare,
often not very visible, have begun to promote a significant rediscovery of self-

management and these new initiatives
represent a strong element of social inclusion. in any case, experiences such as
manchester home care, highlight with evidence that this type of initiatives require
a high level of political commitment and a
community willing to create new forms of
local neighborhood welfare.
migrants. the history of BaoBaB eXperience
nobody would have ever imagined that in
rome a group of citizens could house forty thousand “transit migrants” in a year,
close to one of the largest and most modern stations in italy, tiburtina station in
rome. yet, it happened.

the response of the district and, more
generally, of rome, is surprising: many
pass through cupa every day to offer their
contribution, who bring clothes, games or
something to eat, who to give time.at the
end of 2015, while the first cold, the evictions begin. to continue to nurture that experience of self-management and solidarity from below that has spread throughout
the city the association baobab experience was created, which in 2016 is to manage thousands of “transit migrants” (i.e.
destined mostly in countries of northern
europe, in germany or in any case in cities

17.311 names
successful and participated was also the
initiative of the three days of meetings
and festival, “thinking migrant” promoted
by baobab in may 2017. the most awaited
event was that with cedric herrou, the
peasant who disobeyed french laws by
hosting hundreds of refugees in his home,
just after the border with Ventimiglia: with
baobab he talked of criminalization of solidarity and civil disobedience.
in the summer of 2017, in a few weeks,
baobab also collects 17.311 signatures for
an appeal. 17,311 names, as many as the
people who died at sea since 2015, according to figures from the international organization for migration: women, men and
children to whom europe does not guarantee in fact salvation and rights.
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sections of the public, due to concerns
about reducing the quality of services, it
has also created opportunities for cooperatives and social enterprises to emerge as
an alternative to private enterprises traditionally oriented only to making profits.

in the weeks that followed, the migrants
were welcomed by the baobab center in
via cupa, a few meters away from tiburtina station, with a canteen capable of preparing over two hundred meals. spontaneously, baobab becomes within a few days
the only center in europe self-managed
by migrants and notnmigrants, able to accommodate about four hundred people
every day, including several children.

other than rome), within the center of via
cupa. the group of volunteers in baobab,
different in age and political and cultural
sensitivity, despite the lack of an office
and funds, continues to give a dignified
welcome, supported by medical and legal
associations and the network established
with different social realities and individual citizens. self-management from the bottom concerns the psychological support,
health care, legal assistance, clothes,
food, but also moments of culture and entertainment.
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Dying of the ‘non-emergency’ drugs
but media and politics don’t notice it

the issue of drug seems normalized, media and politics do not deal with it. yet

from the interView with luigi ciotti By sergio segio

the numBers are always dramatic: 8,441 dead in europe in 2015, 266 in italy in
2016. consumption is always high and the suBstances of aBuse haVe multiplied.
prisons are full while therapeutic serVices are almost empty. the reduction
of damage, the “fourth pillar” indispensaBle for policies on addiction, in italy has literally disappeared, structures Been denied resources. for eight
years, irresponsiBly and in contrast with law, the goVernment does not con-

addiction. in the same way, we no longer talk aBout aids, which kills less But
which continues to infect without the adequate awareness and information
on risky BehaVior. in Both cases it would Be useful to inVest on preVention,
on educational paths and support, says here don luigi ciotti, who oVer half
a century ago founded the gruppo aBel (aBel group), which he still chairs,
one of the first realities to measure, in terms of reception and cultural and
political proposal on these issues.

fortunately, it has become less lethal, after the
peaks of the eighties and nineties: from 470
deaths in 1999 it progressively dropped to 280 in
2005, to 154 in 2010 to 101 in 2015 and to 266 in
2016. but if we look at european figures, where

the trend of growth is more marked, the drama
of the problem is even greater: in 2015 the dead
were 8.441, increasing for the third year in a row.
so people still die, but this is no longer news.
drugs are no longer an emergency, not least because recruitment and even trafficking have become less visible, less on the road, less directly
connected to petty crime phenomena, at least
in common perception. the question of drugs, in
short, seems normalized. yet, it continues to be
heavily penalized. suffice it to look at the latest
figures: in 2016, the number of people reported
to the prefectures for illicit drug consumption
increased again: from 27,718 to 32,687, with an
increase of minors (+ 237.15%), which should
worry and make us asking questions.
since 1990, the year in which the iervolinoVassalli law came into force, there have been
1,164,158 people reported for possession of
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Vene the triennial conference that should assess and direct policies on drug

the abel group you founded has had its main
and original engagement fronts in the issues
of drug addiction, but also of prison and child
issues and prostitution. half a century on, the
problems that many live, especially among
young people, seem to be the same. with one,
fundamental difference: today we talk a lot
less, media and politics are much more inattentive. is that so?
undoubtedly the phenomenon of the use of
drugs in italy - but the question applies in general - has never disappeared: it has perhaps
changed in the methods of recruitment and in
the type of substance consumed, but has seen a
substantial continuity.
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tion, on targeted and effective prevention
also seems to have been turned off. sexually
transmitted infections are prevalent today;
however, we need to know that these sometimes also occur due to irresponsible behavior influenced by the use and abuse of drugs
and alcohol. Which brings us back to the educational dimension and to information, not of
the summary and terrorist type, but serious
and calibrated to the targets, youth and nonyouth, we work on.

almost half of the inmates are in prison for violating the drug law. numbers that should make
us think, that speak of crowded courts and
overcrowded cells. especially since we are talking about mostly consumers and small dealers, not big traffickers. of the 54,653 inmates,
14,157 are drug addicts, 25.9% of the total!
meanwhile, the great business of italian and
international mafias continues almost undisturbed, ending up also polluting the legal economy: we think that, according to a conservative
estimate, in 2013 the value of the illicit drug retail market in the european union amounted
to 24 billion of euro. this is definitively a real
emergency, which requires comprehensive

strategies at supranational level, and not just
at repressive level. Just as it is necessary to
invest on the educational and cultural level
within schools, families, places of youth aggregation. and by giving back the due support
to networks of communities and associations
that have been forgotten for too long.
another historical front of the abel group,
and yours as well, since you were the first
president of lila, was that of aids, which exploded in the early eighties. another problem
hidden and removed today?
as for addictions, social and institutional attention has long been turned off even on aids,
and guiltily. We have moved from the alarmism of thirty years ago, often mishandled and
translated into messages that have alienated
people on the basis of drug use or sexual inclination, to the silence and disinterest of today.
of course, mortality, thanks to the latest generation of drugs, has drastically been reduced.
but the need for serious and scientific information on risky behavior, on health educa-

Just as it should be remembered that the
three-year conference on drugs, required
by the law, has not been convened for eight
years: a serious non-compliance that the associations plan to expose even through the
judicial authorities.
drugs issue has ceased to be a media
“emergency” and the subject of securitization campaigns also because it has become
a “normalized” phenomenon, no longer concerning only or mainly weak and marginal
sectors and social figures?
dependency is the result of an interweaving
of different factors: personal fragility, specific effects of the substance, context that
determines or facilitates its use. today consumption is concentrated mainly on three
substances: alcohol, tobacco and, as we said,
cannabis. only a minority of consumers take
on others, and of this only a part becomes dependent and polydipendent.

in short, there is an undoubted standardization of consumption, an adaptation to the
context, which, however, obviously does not
justify carelessness of people and problems
that even a “socially compatible” consumption produces, much less it justifies the exclusive use of criminal measure when the consumption goes out of the “ranks” and, through
episodes of petty crime, causes social alarm.
so what we have to do, or what we should
do?
We must give centrality - and allocate resources - to prevention that, especially in these
years of economic crisis, has been the main
victim of cuts in health and social spending.
some services have been closed and others
downsized in their activities.
We know that education has long been in
difficult conditions, including with precarious teachers and inadequate or falling down
buildings.
again, it is primarily a cultural problem of
awareness and foresight. prevention is not
just for fragile people and their families but
for the whole community: prevention means
co-responsibility, knowing that your problem
is also mine.
it means welcome, recognition, commitment
for the common good.
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drugs for personal use, of which 72.57% for derivates of cannabis.
by 31 december 2016, 17,733 people were detained for violating article 73, which punishes
the production, trafficking and possession of
illicit drugs, to which we have to add 5,868 people detained for art. 74, i.e. association aimed
at illicit trafficking.

consider then - as said above - that the return,
still limited, of intravenous heroin, would require to not weaken the services of risk reduction and damage that have contributed so
much to curb the hiV epidemic, health care
to protect not only those who take drugs, but
the whole population. instead we see, in the
last annual report to the parliament on drug
addiction in 2017, that what should be considered the “fourth pillar” of drug policy, damage
reduction, has disappeared.

this is the photography, which suggests that
it is improper, today more than yesterday, to
read the phenomenon of consumption only
through the categories of social unease and
individual vulnerability. it can be so in the
case of heroin, as its abuse continues to be
the result almost always of difficult stories,
rough biographies, episodes of suffering, violence, abandonment, material, educational
and cultural poverty.
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Borders militarization
means more bloody profits

from the interView with mark akkerman By orsola casagrande

the refugees crisis europe is facing has caused concern
in the istitutional palaces and ignited the deBate in the
squares. But aBoVe all has reVealed the failure of the eu-

numBer of asylum seekers to host and accuse one another. there is who Benefited from the refugees tragedy, and
makes a lot of money: these are the firms producing arms
and Border security system to the eu. mark akkerman, of
stop wapenhandel, eXpose the ue politics of Border militarization and the links Between war and security Business.

it’s hard to determine exact amounts
spend on border security and how much
the industry is profiting from this. the
overseas development institute, a british think tank, in september 2016 made a
“conservative estimate [...] that at the very
least, €1.7 billion was committed to measures inside europe from 2014 to 2016
in an effort to reduce [migration] flows”,

adding that this “presents only a partial
picture of the true cost.” furthermore “in
an attempt to deter refugees from setting
off on their journeys”, “since december
2014 €15.3 billion has been spent” in third
countries. again, “a very conservative estimate.”
not all of this is spend on products and
services provided by the military and security industry of course. the global border security market has been estimated
to be worth €16.7 billion in 2016, by consultancy company Visiongain. market
research future predicts this market to
grow at a rate of 8% per year until 2021.
can you name some of these groups and
which services they provide?
in my research i identified five companies
as the biggest players in europe’s border
security complex. they all provide a spec-
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ropean proJect where goVernments can’t agree eVen on the

as you point out in your reports, there
is one group of interests that have benefited from the refugee crisis, and in
particular from the european union’s investment in ‘securing’ its borders. they
are the military and security companies
that provide the equipment to border
guards, the surveillance technology to
monitor frontiers, and the it infrastructure to track population movements.
how much money are we talking about?
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of boosting and militarising border security,
next to increasingly pressuring third countries in acting as border security outposts
and in accepting deported refugees.

leonardo-finmeccanica is an italian company, also primarily on the border security
market with helicopters. many eu countries,
including bulgaria, croatia, italy and malta,
bought those helicopters with eu funding.
thales and safran are both from france.
thales produces integrated border security
systems, combining things like optronics,
sensors and communication networks. it
also has radar and id-management systems
on its products list. safran focuses on biometric identification systems, through its
subsidiary morpho.
indra is a spanish technology and consulting
firm. it produces border security systems,
with maritime traffic control, monitoring and
surveillance. its integrated system for surveillance (siVe) was sold to spain, portugal,
latvia and romania. indra also sells biometrics-based border control systems.

there is a close link between those providing borders security and their trade in arms
especially to the middle east and north africa. can you expand on this? is the arms
business booming?
it’s really cynical to see that the same industry that wins the border security contracts,
the same companies that profit from trying
to stop refugees coming to europe, is also
fueling the refugee tragedy by selling the
equipment for the wars, repression and human rights abuses that force people to flee.
during the last decade eu member states
have granted over 80 billion euros of arms
export licenses to the middle east and north
africa.
the border security market is only a small
part of the total global market for the military and security industry. so the growth in
this field alone doesn’t make the arms business ‘boom’, but it does add to other developments that give this industry good prospects.
what is your assessment on the european
union policy on migration? can you exemplify how this policy is one of militarisation? (fronteX, sophia mission etc)
eu policy on migration is on a steady course

this group included representatives from
eight leading military and technology companies as well as from some military and security research institutions.
they, of course, advised the eu to start funding security research, to “bridge the gap
between civil and traditional defence research”. since then security research has
been incorporated in these framework programmes.
military and security companies, notably
the ones that were represented in the group
of personalities and later advisory boards,
such as airbus and leonardo-finmeccanica,
were the big winners of this. With some new
projects in the current framework program,
the so-called horizon 2020, the eu has now
spent over 350 million euros on research
projects in the field of border security.
through all of this the industry has been
advocating for funding for outright military
research as well. it used border security research projects as a stepping stone, putting
it forward as examples that already blur or
cross the line between (civilian) security and

its influence in shaping the funding policies
on security and military research serves as
perhaps the clearest exoample of the succesfull lobbying of the military and security
industry on eu level.
do you see any group or party within europe actually standing out and counter
this policy? any alternative discourse and
proposal about how to face a reality, migration, which is something we are mostly
responsible for?
there’s a lot of criticism of europe’s migration policies.
what should europe do to show it is putting
lives first?
it should immediately quit the policy and
practice of trying to keep refugees out, especially the use of military means for this.
instead, it should provide safe passages for
refugees and welcome them to europe.
next to that, it should start to work on eliminating the drivers for forced migration. important steps in this context would be to establish and maintain an embargo on arms
sales to the middle east and north africa and
to end military involvement in this region,
changing to a focus on diplomacy, support
for democratic opposition forces, conflict
prevention and conflict resolution.
but it has to go further than that, there’s got
to be a fundamental shift in the relation between europe, or more general the West, and
the rest of the world.
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trum of arms, technologies and services.
airbus is a pan-european company, headquartered in the netherlands, which produces mainly helicopters and communication
technology for border security. it delivered
complete border security systems to romania and saudi-arabia, for example.

you claim in your report that “the arms
and security industry has successfully captured the 316 million euros funding provided for research in security issues”, can you
expand on this and how will this be a real
calamity for the future?
this story is larger than just border security,
allthough that has always played an important role in it. originally security was not a
part of the seven years ‘framework programmes’, the most important vehicle for
eu funding for research and development.
in 2003 the european commission initiated a
so-called group of personalities on security
research.

military research. now the eu has decided,
again on the advice of a group of personalities which was dominated by representatives of military companies and research
institutions, that military research will also
be funded from 2021 on. some smaller pilot
projects have already started.
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For a dignified and quality job
allied with the environment

it is from the initiatiVes against ceta, the free trade agreement Between canada
and the european union, that the contradictions and risks arising from a Vision
of trade aimed eXclusiVely at the profit of the Big multinationals emerge. ac-

from the interView with fausto durante By alBerto zoratti

cording to fausto durante, head of the european and international policies of
cgil, this is an approach that, moreoVer, penalizes italian companies, especially
in the agricultural sector, food and quality food. But the danger for social
and laBor rights comes not only from commercial agreements. the gloBal picture shows, for eXample, that the attack on the right to strike in europe has
returned to Be Very strong. it shows an american president riding the populist

nies from Joining the trade unions. it shows a new imminent technological and
industrial reVolution, with the replacement of human work with roBots, accompanying not the liBeration of time, But the growth of precarious work, poorly
paid and without rights. the challenges facing the trade union are therefore
the current model of production in the gloBalized economy, which is no longer
sustainaBle; the work in the new millennium, with a technological reVolution
that must Be accompanied By the reduction of working hours and its humanization; redistriButiVe policies and wages.

on ceta, for example, there has been a convergence between coldiretti and cgil, two realities certainly not coming nor being inspired by
the same political culture. however, there were
common elements on the content, on the negative judgment on a treaty that could have unfavorable consequences for italian agriculture, labor and social rights. it is a clear demonstration
of how an honest and non-ideological analysis of
reality can bring about and provoke unpredictable convergences, but a harbinger of possible
positive developments for tomorrow.
the eu agenda on international trade, the political approach that particularly the commission and the european union have given in re-

cent years to the issues of international trade,
are bringing to light contradictions and possible
negative consequences of an idea of trade inspired only and exclusively by the profit of large
multinational companies, an approach certainly
not based on the size of italian companies, especially those in the agricultural sector, food
and quality food production.
What happened for ceta, therefore, could also
occur on other hypotheses of international trade
agreements, considering that the european
union is discussing a lot about these. i therefore
believe that it can strengthen a collaboration,
a relationship between different organizations,
but that on the ground of concrete things discover they have common goals and convergent
evaluations.

donald trump has paradoxically been the
movements best ally on the ttip, but something is wrong. what is questionable in his
“america first” agenda, especially for american workers?
from the point of view of the trade union and the
world of work in america, i think above all about
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rhetoric of american first motto, while preVenting the workers of his compa-

agreement with canada: an unimaginable convergence until a few months ago has brought
together cgil, coldiretti, the ttip italy stop
campaign and many realities in a demonstration against ceta in front of montecitorio: what
do you think and which are the consequences?
the ceta affair is emblematic of how concrete
facts can change consolidated orientations,
even to the extent of bringing different political
cultures closer together.
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most american workers voted for trump, a person who does not allow the workers of his own
holding to join the union, making the most of
the opportunities offered by american legislation (which discourages the freedom of union
association and hinders the attempt of american unions to enter companies), in a country
that has never ratified many of the most important conventions of the international labor organization (ilo), such as the one on the
right to collective bargaining, union representation, the right to strike.
in short, he leveraged a situation to exploit society’s fears and insecurities for his own ben-

efit. from the point of view of international
trade, his approach is totally nationalistic, but
he does not stand up to the dynamics of the
global economy: in the economy of today an
isolation or a retreat to a self-sufficient condition of the united states is unthinkable and it
is not even desired by the big companies and
by the economic subjects to which he says he
is referring to.
in truth, trump’s strategy seems to be more
a sort of “french fury, spanish retreat”, which
risks to not changing anything. enough is to
think about the possible resumption of a ttip
negotiation, bent this time to the needs of
american companies. “america first”, “work
must return to america”, are in truth slogans
that clash with the reality of the facts.

sustainable economy is not only fair international trade, but also decent and just working conditions: how is developing the path
on multinationals and human rights that
you are following at an international level?
cgil has long been attentive to this dimension: there are working groups that actively
work both in the context of the international
trade union confederation (csi) and in the relations between this global level and the european trade union confederation (etuc). the

work of the future and of present time cannot
be poor or without quality, unless it is decided
that growth should be linked to an ever increasing exploitation of the world of work.
the near future, characterized by programs like
industry 4.0, by a growing digitisation, by a new
imminent technological and industrial revolution, by the total or partial replacement of
human labor with machines or robots, cannot
and must not be based on precarious, exploited, low-paid and without rights work. there is
an elaboration on all this, which we share very
much, on the part of the united nations, of the
international labor organization, where the
workers’ representation plays an essential and
stimulating role, of prodding the governments
and the business representations.
the company of the third millennium, must
commit itself to the protection of human rights,
the elimination of child exploitation, slave labor, the extension to all workers of the basic
rights established by ilo (collective bargaining,
strike, trade union) independently from the
role and geographical location.
this is why we continue to insist that the sustainable development goals, the recommendations on corporate social responsibility,

should pass from being indications on paper
without a binding nature and with a very weak
sanctioning aspect, to objectives of governments and large international institutions, to
ensure that companies are called to an unavoidable assumption of responsibility.
and all this is even more necessary today, that
we live in a precarious, atomised world of work
without rights even in the countries that should
be defined as advanced.
the attack on the right to strike in europe is
once again very strong, so we are discussing a
great idea for the future, but in a present context where these rights are attacked and often
also denied.
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what our friends and colleagues of the american afl-cio are telling us: trump is the biggest
cheat american workers could have imagined.
he relied on the fears of the middle class with
respect to the consequences of the crisis, the
risk of closure of factories, the process of relocation that this unregulated globalization has
partly produced, causing an impoverishment
of average and medium-low incomes. objectively a situation of great uncertainty as well
as loss of hope in the future for the american
middle class on which trump focused, using
this (real) condition to achieve a great collective mistake.

most american workers voted
for trump, a man who doesn’t
allow to his own workers to
join the union
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Investing in suburbs,
the antitode to social resentment

from the interView with alfredo alietti By susanna ronconi

multicultural cities and neighbourhoods are in crisis, multiculturalism
itself is in crisis. there are many factors that haVe influenced to this, one
- and crucial - is the inability of politics to confront and WorK on that

the crisis, impoVerished and made more fragile. suburbs haVe been abandoned by politics, yet it’s there Where there is also the possibility of a
neW alliance on fundamental rights among italian natiVes and migrants.
and there is also the possibility of countering the Virtual discourse of
hate, through the materiality of a neW co-existence. We talKed about this
With alfredo alietti, professor of sociology at the uniVersity of ferrara,
and consultant of ismu, researches and studies on multi-ethnicity.

it is a semantic change that has something very
profound behind it, a change in italian society
and, more generally, in europe: let’s not forget
what for years happened at underground level
in countries of northern europe, holland, denmark, where everything seemed accepted and

governed, and in fact an openly racist turn has
occurred.

you date this racist turn to ten years ago, why?
because it is then that the prodromes of what
we can call the crisis of multiculturalism become evident. the first signs are the effects
of the 11 september 2001 attacks, which call
into question the political, cultural and social
climate that had characterized european societies up to then, of a widespread multicultural
approach. first of all, it is the model of multicultural city, the model of social and cultural cohesion that characterized europe, to enter in a
crisis. this is where the gap opens, letting a racist and xenophobic discourse enter, a discourse
which no longer needs to hide behind the fact
that racism is a morally reprehensible and socially unacceptable thing.
the refugee crisis of 2015 and 2016 has only
given rise to a trend that had been underway
for some time, making hate speeches that had
been hatching for years more pervasive and
widespread.
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feeling of “resentment” that goes through the classes most affected by

in recent years there is the clear perception
that we reached a turning point, almost an
epochal shift, at european and italian level, a
surge of xenophobic and racist positions, and
of consensus around them, while at the same
time, a decline in the culture of human rights
itself. do you agree with this assessment?
for about a decade racism has been ‘cleared’.
first there was the classic phrase, “i’m not a
racist, but...”, somehow an attempt to keep a
moral distance from racism, which was still
perceived as evil.
today, after about a decade, racism has been
‘cleared’, that sentence has lost the “not and
the but”, becoming “i am racist, therefore ...”. in
short, racism and xenophobia have become legitimate. this is a trend that sees an important
role of social media, but not only them.
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many observers of these phenomena highlight
the relationship between progressive impoverishment and greater social insecurity of some
groups of native europeans and the new racist
wave. how do you assess this link?
it is an important aspect, but not in the sense of a
simple, direct and univocal relation between the
two phenomena, rather according to a complex
map, which has different declinations at local,
political and cultural level. of course, the global
crisis has been a determining factor, especially
in the classes most exposed to its consequences,

the most popular, low and medium-low, who have
lived and experience social resentment that finds
its recipients in refugees and migrants; a strong
social resentment which was then artfully fed by
electoral consent, but which found in these indigenous italian groups, socially vulnerable and
deprived, a very fertile humus.
We have seen this, for example, in the suburbs of
rome, where racist incidents took place, but are
first of all a symptom of a profound discomfort
that ends up identifying the migrant as guilty of
all the evils affecting these sections of the population weakened by the crisis. so a link is there,
even if i believe that to theorize a war among poor
is an oversimplification, perhaps we can speak of
war between the penultimate and the last of the
social hierarchy.
but it must be said - and it is strange that we talk
and discuss so little about this - that these groups
of italians share, for example, the same housing
situation, and even the same levels of exclusion
lived by many migrant families, and precisely
because they share this they try to distance or
differentiate themselves, blaming foreigners fro

their discomfort. the fact is that this social resentment does not translate into a struggle to
claim rights, nor is there a political force that
reads it and interprets it as such. instead there
is a fragmentation, and within this fragmentation the sharing of violated rights in the workplace or the neighbourhood, gives way to competition and with it to racism.
after the famous glorious thirty years and the
end of the great narratives, we find ourselves
in a society where there is no longer a political
practice that knows how to create collective
strategies, and this is a crucial factor when
analysing what is happening.

the scenario we live in depends also on the
collapse of the role of politics, in short, of its
failure ...
it does. When we talk about the failure of multiculturalism and the legitimacy of xenophobia
we talk about the failure of politics and above
all of left politics. the left has not been able
to unify, around a strategy of movement, the
claim for fundamental rights which, coincidentally, concern both the penultimate and the
last.
Without a political project and a social perspective, what wins is resentment and fragmentation. it is not an italian problem, it is a european problem: the so called post-democratic
regime is a process that unites all european
countries, from france to germany, to spain.
then there are the differences, france and the
united Kingdom, for example, have a different
problem, one of the integration of young people with an immigration background, which

may have been there for five generations, but
for which every inclusive process has failed,
and if you feel you are living in a country that
refuses you, it is clear that the identity factor,
whether islamic or ethnic, becomes central.
and the conflict becomes radical: the latest
attacks have been carried out by children of
europe.
you say that in italy we have not still got to
the point of having a problem of rage of
young excluded immigrants. why, for which
aspects of our context? and also, are we really “doomed” to get there?
france and the united Kingdom have a much
more significant colonial history than ours,
and have had a very ancient and consistent
migration process.
in italy, to date, there are no traces, not even
in the urban suburbs, of a similar identity process due to exclusion, comparable to that of
the paris suburbs; but it is obvious that if in
the big cities, above all, there is no short-term
activity for social inclusion and integration
policies, the risk is that we can find ourselves
in situations of social conflict similar to the
french, belgian or english ones.
We are in a transition phase, today we do not
perceive a risk in the suburbs like in france,
but if we continue to not intervene and not produce effective policies on the quality of living,
on services, and don’t design a different role
for the suburbs, the risk of getting to a breaking point is there.
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today it has become legitimate to speak openly
against foreigners, whatever the form its difference manifests itself socially. it is clear that this
has to do with the political system: it is not from
today that we have political parties, such as those
of the italian and european right, which have continuously promote a racist discourse with all the
tools of anti-immigration, anti-immigrant and
anti-islamic propaganda. let us not forget how
much violence there has been in the last decade
as to the islamophobic discourse, in which islam
is seen not only as the “external enemy” but also
as the “internal” one.
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crisis of a model:
greek tunnel, titanic and new bubbles
from the interView with Vladimiro giacche’ By massimo franchi

« a crisis of a model of deVelopment Based on finance»
which «the world estaBlishment has not accepted it and

has put it Back on its feet». for Vladimiro giacché, president of centro ricerche europa (cer), ten years of glo-

future is cursed: «we are going towards a secular stagnation with Very low growth rates» and «rising inequalities» Because «that minimum growth and recoVery of
employment is not connected to an increase in wages»,
faVouring instead annuities. all this on the eVe of a possiBle new financial crisis.

a more general discussion should be
made. post-crisis recovery rates are
very disappointing in all the advanced
capitalist countries: even in the face
of exceptionally expansive monetary
policies, both in the united states and
in Japan as well as in the european
union, post-crisis average growth has
been very low, much lower than that
following previous crises. so much

so that some us scholars have begun
to speak of “secular stagnation”, that
is, condemnation to very low growth
rates over a long period of time, as a
hypothesis for the near and less near
future. in my opinion this situation
can be explained in a very simple way:
in 2007 a development model - based
on finance and on debt (private in
particular) - that supported (but we
should say “drugged”) the growth from
the ‘80s onwards. the world establishment has not been able to resign itself
to the end of that model, and has tried
in every way to put it back on its feet.
but this is an attempt destined to have
rising costs and falling yields: as evidenced by the fact that increasingly
large quantities of liquidity introduced by central banks into the system
have resulted in very modest economic growth rates. moreover, the benefits of these liquidity injections were
distributed in a very unfair manner:
much went to earners of financial income, very little to labor. finally, the
risks deriving from the repetition of
that model are evident: creation of
new financial bubbles and consequent
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Bal crisis haVe taught nothing. and for this reason the

ten years ago the subprime mortgage crisis broke out in the united states. from a global financial point of
view, have we finally emerged from
it, as many international organizations claim?
from that crisis we probably have. but
we must understand the use of words.
if emerging from the crisis means a return to the growth of gross domestic
product (gdp), we have emerged from
the crisis that broke out 10 years ago
long ago. if it means overcoming precrisis gdp levels, italy is not yet out of
that crisis. the same applies to investments, which in our country have experienced a real collapse. italy is one
of the countries that has suffered the
most from this crisis.
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“

it’s very difficult to see salaries
growing in a context in whch
everything has been tried to weaken
the negotiating power of workers
(see the Jobs act)

step into the greek tunnel” (titanic
europa. la crisis che non ci hanno raccontato, first ed. January 2012, pp. 107
and 108).

the crisis spread to europe in a short
time. and it was dealt with in a different and not univocal way by the continental institutions and by the governments of the various countries.
in italy it was first denied, then came
the famous ecB letter that imposed
draconian measures and reforms.
austerity was the common denominator. today can we make a balance
of the measures and policies taken
in those years?
this balance is a failure. in particular
for our country. and not so much because it was dealt with late, but because it was tackled with the wrong
measures. in particular, the draconian measures requested by the ecb
(which gave us a practical example
of what the independence of the central bank from governments means: it
means that governments depend on
the central bank), and then implemen-

ted by the monti government, have
been pro-cyclical measures: not only
did the state not intervene with public spending to give some breath with
investments to aggregate demand,
which had fallen due to the collapse of private demand; it did worse: it
made a budget squeeze, reducing investments, cutting pensions (fornero
law) and increasing taxes.
allow me a personal note: in december 2011, in the newly installed monti
government, i finished writing the first
edition of titanic europa, a book dedicated to the history of the crisis. in that
book i was very critical of the maneuvers announced by the monti government, predicting “a dramatic drop in
domestic demand and consumption.
With the result of a compression, also
very pronounced, of the gross domestic product”. and i added: “it is hardly
necessary to repeat that the decline in
our country’s gross domestic product
will worsen the debt-to-gdp ratio and
therefore will make italy take another

the institutions that run the european
union, and in particular the eurozone,
have the responsibility to have first
made the greek crisis explode (which
would have been manageable with
much lower costs if addressed in time)
thus creating a domino effect that
struck many countries in the eurozone, then to have imposed on these
countries meaningless measures of
public finances, which have only exacerbated the crisis, simultaneously
transferring the weight from banks (in
particular french and german banks)
to european taxpayers (in fact loans
to greece of the european stability
mechanism - the so-called esm - have
allowed those banks to bring their

will the much-vaunted growth prospects affect employment and wages?
at the moment our growth is linked
in particular to the world cycle, which
drives our exports. some benefits in
terms of employment will be seen, but
we must not forget that, ten years after the beginning of this crisis, we are
still 1.1 billion hours worked less than
then: a figure that corresponds to a 5
percent less of employed people.
as for wages, it is very difficult for
them to grow up in a context where
everything has been done to weaken
the bargaining power of workers (see
Jobs act). and indeed one of the current
trends, not only in italy, is represented
by a recovery in employment that is
not accompanied by wage growth.
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new crises. in short: the world emerged from the crisis, but not from the
model of growth that had originated it.

unfortunately, it went exactly like this:
during the monti government the crisis deepened, the economic recovery
has turned into another severe decline in gross domestic product, three
quarters of all industrial production
lost in these years of crisis have been
destroyed and, last but not least, the
debt has grown. by 13 percent, to be
precise. austerity has transformed an
already serious crisis into the worst
crisis in times of peace by the unification of italy. here there are serious
responsibilities both at european level
and at our country level.

loans back home without too much
damage).
as for our governments, they have
the grave guilt of having accepted an
unacceptable blackmail: pro-cyclical
and counter-productive policies in
exchange for possible intervention by
the ecb in the rescue of government
bonds at risk of speculation. this blackmail should have been sent back to
the sender.
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